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Survey research will provide you with an excellent tool to accurately measure 
public perception, to develop strategy based upon that perception, and to alter 
that strategy as election day approaches.  Whether the questions posed to the 
voters are open-ended questions -- "What do you think are the most important 
problems facing your local community at the present time?" -- or close-ended 
questions -- "Do you approve or disapprove of the way Mary Smith is handling 
her job as your state representative?" -- the tabulation of the answers will 
present a clear picture of possible subjects to consider and how strongly the 
voters feel about these problems.

Be aware that these problems or issues might not be the only important ones 
you will encounter.  There will also be other issues that will arise or be "created" 
during the campaign.

IMPORTANT:  Polling cannot predict election results, but can measure voter 
trends.  One must always remember that polls only measure public attitudes at a 
given point in time  (like a camera taking a snapshot in time).  As campaigns 
progress, those same attitudes that you just measured in a poll will be 
changing.

Two Types of Public Opinion Research:

Qualitative - relies on more abstract opinions and value judgments (the results 
are unable to be quantified)

Example:

Focus Groups

Quantitative - comprised of a pre-determined series of questions that can be 
assigned numeric values and measured (or quantified).



Examples:

Mailed Questionnaires

Telephone Surveys

Personal Interviews

a. Residential Interviewing

b. Intercept Interviewing

       



Suggested Uses for Quantitative Survey Research

1.  legislative issue(s) studies

2.  incumbent vulnerability studies

3.  candidate recruitment studies

4.  campaign strategy development studies

5.  problem "brush fire" studies

6.  follow-up and tracking studies



7.  post election studies

Three very key points to always remember about polling:

A poll is a snapshot!
Perception is reality . . . . the truth!
Miss-information is worse than no information at all!

Also Remember:  there are four stages of a campaign for a political 
candidate

 1. Name identification / recognition
 2. Image / perception development
 3. Contrast / issue development
 4. Strong positive finish

Suggested Research to be Completed  (BEFORE Conducting a Poll)

1.  Census and Demographic Information
2.  Voting History
3.  Issue Research
4.  Opposition Research 

a. strengths
b. weaknesses

5.  Candidate Research  
a. strengths
b. weaknesses

    

Key Elements That Can Be Tested / Measured in a Questionnaire

Mood of the Electorate
Issue Development

a. Confirm Issues (Magical Issue?)
b. Measure Intensity of Issues

Theme and Message Development
Measure Recognition and Perception of Candidates
Measure Candidate's Strength and Weaknesses
Measure Opponent's Strength and Weaknesses
Ballot Strength
Test effect of Strategy / Media / Messages   (What Is and Is not Working)
Determine best Vehicle to Deliver Message
Evaluate Where to spend Valuable Resources



Damage / Opportunity Assessment
Determine Target Groups (Coalition Development)
Trend Analysis (With Follow-up and Tracking Surveys)
Establish Candidate's / Campaign's Credibility

Sequencing of Questions – “Least to Most” Sensitive

Introduction
Filters / Screens
General Issues
Specific Issues
Political Climate /  Political Environment
Name Recognition and Perception of Candidates
Incumbent Job Performance
Trial Ballot Test

Candidate Information
Candidate Contrasts
Informed Ballot Trial Ballot Test
Campaign Information Measurements
Demographics

Key Elements of Survey Research - Political Polling

a.  Sample Design (Most Important Element)
 1. correctly defined universe to be sampled

 (likely turnout of the upcoming election) 
 2. correctly stratified to be representative of electorate - quotas

a. by geography
b. by gender

 3. guaranteed randomly selected sample
a. fixed sampling
b. totally random (for phoning - RDD - random digit dialing)

 4. adequate sample size

b.  Questionnaire Design (Second Most Important Element)
 1. correctly designed and worded questionnaire

a. specific wording of questions
b. sequencing of questions

 2. includes "all" potential issues

c.  Data Collection
 1. interviews professionally done
 2. short field dates



 3. coding/cleaning

d.  Computer Analysis
 1. re-check programming!
 2. weighting
 3. with crosstab relationships
 4. coalition building

e.  Interpretation of the Data 
 1. experience is important - (the "Art" in the Science)
 2. a snapshot - cannot predict   
 3. adequate follow-up and tracking surveys

f.  Implementation of Findings
 1. strategy development
 2. theme development
 3. issue development
 4. tactical uses

Key information/percentages to examine are:

a.  candidate's name identification and perception
b.  candidate's strengths and weaknesses
c.  issue development
d.  coalition development



INTERPRETING POLLING RESULTS:MAKING SOUND DECISIONS

I.  GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

A.  How is the polling being done?

1.  Is the polling firm experienced in political survey research?
2.  Are any phases controlled by the candidate's committee?

B.  Correctly defined sample - the sample should, as close as statistically 
possible, reflect a
     representative sampling of the voters who will turnout in that upcoming 
election.

1.  Is it a sampling for a primary election?
2.  Is it a sampling for a general election?

C.  Adequate sample size -- no cell size of less than 60-70 respondents.

1.  Statewide Polls
a.  Sample of 800 (+ - 3.5%)
b.  Sample of 600 (+ - 4.1%)

2.  Congressional
a.  Sample of 400 (+ - 5.0%)
b.  Sample of 300 (+ - 5.8%)

3.  State Legislative
a.  Sample of 400 (+ - 5.0%)
b.  Sample of 300 (+ - 5.8%)
c.  Sample of 250 (+ - 6.3%)

II. SPECIFIC QUESTIONS AND KEY PERCENTAGES - INCUMBENTS

A.  Initial testing of an incumbent's strength or vulnerability.

1.  Job Approval:  Question - Do you approve or disapprove of the way 
(name) is

      handling his/her job as your state legislator?

Vulnerable is approve below 55% and disapproval above 20%.

     *If newer members fall below 50%, their disapproval should be below 
10%.
       Length of time in office drives up negative.



2.  Re-elect:  Question - Do you think (name) has performed his/her job 
as a

      state legislator well enough to deserve re-election or do you think it's 
time to

      give a new person a chance to do better?

Vulnerable if re-elect is below 40% or "new person" is above 25%.

III.  SPECIFIC QUESTIONS AND KEY PERCENTAGES - CHALLENGERS/
OPEN-SEATS/ANY CANDIDATE

A.  Name Identification and Perception:  Question - Let me read you the names 
of several persons active in national and local politics.  For each, please tell me 
if you have heard of them.  For those you know, please tell me if you have a 
favorable or unfavorable
impression of that person.

1.  Total perception is defined by adding favorable or unfavorable 
percentages.

2.  By election day, a challenger should be within 10 percent of 
opponent's total 

     awareness.
3.  By election day, a challenger should be within 5 percent of opponent's 

total
     perception.
4.  Remember, name recognition/identification can be purchased.
5.  Favorable/Unfavorable impression ratio:  goal is 5 to 1 or higher or 

being able
to keep unfavorable perception for a candidate at 15% or lower.

6.  Vulnerable if Favorable/Unfavorable impression ratio is only 3 to 1 or 
lower or if unfavorable perception is higher than 20%.

B.  Ballot Strength/Test:  Question -- If the election for the State House of
     Representatives were being held today and (ROTATE:  (name) was the 
Republican
     candidate and (name) was the Democratic candidate) would you be voting 
for . . .
     leaning toward . . .?

Goal* -- 55% or higher of incumbent (hopefully 60% +)
Vulnerable if below 50% for incumbent (definitely!).

IV.  FOLLOW-UP BALLOT TEST/CAMPAIGN INFORMATION QUESTIONS



A.  Influence of issues or perceptions:
Agree/Disagree:  Question -- Now, I'd like to read you a few things that 

other people
have said about Mary Smith and have you tell me whether you agree or 
disagree with that particular statement.  Would you agree or disagree . . .  
One needs a net 50% advantage.

B.  Influence of Candidate Characteristics or Key Votes:  More Likely/Less 
Likely: 
     Question - Now, I'm going to read you several things you might learn 
about John Doe

between now and the next election and please tell me whether it would 
make you more likely or less likely to vote for him?  One needs a net 50% 
advantage.

C.  Informed Ballot Test or "Push" Question:  Question - Now that you 
know a little more about . . . , If the election were being held today  . . . -- 
or -- If you learned that John Doe . . ., would you (be voting for/more likely 
to vote for) Mary Smith or John Doe?  One needs a net 30% gain or be 
ahead in the ballot test.

V.  KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER

A.  Remember:  Survey research only measures public opinion at a given point 
in time.

B.  There must be adequate follow-up surveys and tracking surveys.

C.  When polling data is publicly released, the following 8 items should be 
requested:

1.  Identity of who sponsored the poll (party, candidate, independent 
poll).

2.  Exact wording of the questions.

3.  Definition of population used - Example:  In primary election, do 
results reflect

     those who vote in primary or high frequency voters?

4.  Sample size: Statewide - sample of 600 - 800
State Legislative - sample of 300 - 400
Tracking - sample of 200 - 300



5.  Sampling margin of error.

6.  Partial sample conditions:  When they discuss how candidates do with 
certain 

     sub-groups of voters (example:  elderly, blue-collar), key to accuracy is 
that these

sub-groups percentages are reflective of no less than 60-70 
respondents within the entire sample.

7.  Type of interviewing (phone/personal)?

8.  Date of the interview.  How old is the data?  Any external influence?  Is 
it a

     follow-up or tracking survey?  (Slippage or improvement?)

D.  Best way to obtain information:  ASK.
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